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Planview Agile Program Management
Solution Bundles
The Teams of Teams or Agile Release Trains (ARTs) are the heartbeat of Agile at scale, taking the organization’s
biggest priorities and delivering against them in an accelerated and predictable way. But delivering value like this
requires practice, and it requires technology and solutions that ensure the teams stay aligned and coordinated all
the way from strategy to delivery. That is where the Agile Program Management solution comes in. Scaling requires
management and coordination of the work that is happening across your teams of teams or ARTs to deliver work in
a predictable and valuable way.
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With the software, support, education, and implementation services included, your organization is set to
enable Agile Program Management quickly and effectively. Whether you want to use it to coordinate and
facilitate Program Increment (PI) or Quarterly planning, launch and manage ART(s) or connect and consolidate
your disparate Agile teams, the Agile Program Management solution brings everything together inside highly
configurable program boards for complete visual management of your Agile operation. Sized at 50, 100, and 250
seats, your Agile Program Management solution can be up, running, and well-managed in no time.
Enterprises who organize their Agile teams into an ART(s), manage, coordinate, and plan them in a centralized
solution during a PI Planning event experience greater return on their investments in both their digital and Agile
transformation by:
• Connecting a shared view of the business strategy to team-level delivery, ensuring what is delivered to the
market directly impacts the bottom-line
• Reducing team costs by limiting re-work, prioritizing high-value work first, and pivoting toward better business
decisions
• Maximizing and accelerating Agile team delivery by visualizing different work methodologies and processes for
Kanban, Scrumban, and Scrum, in a single view
• Fostering collaboration and teams of teams or ART planning with a clear view of progress and cross-team
dependencies across all Agile teams

Agile Program Management Solution Bundles
Small

Medium

Large

50 LeanKit seats

100 LeanKit seats

250 LeanKit seats

LeanKit product enablement services
Agile integration capabilities and mapping services for one 3rd party Agile tool*
(Jira, Azure DevOps, Digital.ai or Rally) into LeanKit

Cadence-based coaching

Cadence-based coaching
(optional Agile partner coaching
package for more Program
Increment (PI) or Quarterly
planning support)

Cadence-based coaching

*Can include multiple instances of the same Agile tool

What’s Included?
Industry-leading Enterprise Kanban:
Planview LeanKit enterprise Kanban boards allow organizations to prepare for and facilitate PI Planning, easily breakdown to
stories, and align work to teams for better visibility into priorities and cross-team dependencies. Additionally, LeanKit manages
team and ART capacity, connects disparate Agile team tools, and shows progress for an entire Agile Release Train within a
single board view. Out of the box, LeanKit provides Lean metrics to allow teams of teams to see bottlenecks, eliminate waste,
and optimize their entire delivery process for increased efficiency and speed.
Leverage comprehensive implementation and coaching services to launch Agile Release Trains and implement Agile Program
Management quickly. Delivered remotely and/or onsite, LeanKit coaching and implementation services walk customers through
Kanban basics and best practices, as well as LeanKit board setup. For more Agile transformation and coaching support, let our
best-of-breed Agile partners help.
Easy Agile Tool Integration:
Give teams the flexibility to continue to use the Agile execution tools they are familiar with, or that are already tailored to
support their processes. Whether teams use Atlassian Jira, Rally Software by Broadcom, Microsoft Azure DevOps, or Digital.ai
(formerly CollabNet VersionOne), the Planview Agile Program Management solution allows Agile teams to connect their tool of
choice into a Program or Teams of Teams board with ease – enabling them to continue delivering value without disruption.

Why Planview?
Planview’s Enterprise Agile Planning solution provides a scalable enterprise-level Lean Portfolio Management, Agile Program
Management and Agile delivery platform that supports organizations from strategy to delivery, no matter where they are on
their transformation journey. Plan and fund both Lean-Agile and traditional portfolios in a single platform for strategically
aligned, outcome driven plans. The Planview Enterprise Agile Planning solution empowers organizations to deliver the value
that matters most while transforming on their terms and timeline.

To learn more about the Planview solution for
Agile Program Management, watch a product demo:
Planview.info/APM-demo-on-demand
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